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1. Carp screens at Winton Wetlands
An objective of the Winton Wetlands Committee of Management is to minimize the movement
and invasion of carp into Winton Wetlands and this will be achieved via the provision of carp
screens at several of the regulating structures. The screens are not designed to completely
exclude all size classes of carp but rather to provide one of several interventions to reduce carp
impacts on wetland values.

1.1 Engineering note
None of these concepts represent engineered designs, they are simply starting concepts from
which the engineering scope can be estimated and from which cad drawings and civil
engineering advice can be sought.

1.2 Screen objective
Carp screens are often designed to limit passage of adult carp (>250 mm long) while still
passing small-bodied native fish, juvenile large-bodied native fish and juvenile carp (<250 mm
long). The philosophy here is that adult carp do most damage to wetlands and limiting their
movement with screens or cages that incorporate coarse vertical bar panels (30 mm inter-bar
spacing) has less maintenance issues than with finer spacing mesh which might also inhibit
small carp and native fish movement (Stuart et al. 2006; Hillyard et al. 2010).
For Winton Wetlands there is a decision to either (i) optimise the screen design between carp
exclusion and enabling some passage of small native fish (and carp); or (ii) maximising
exclusion of carp irrespective of native fish.
Firstly, the broad costs of screens to maximise carp exclusion are relatively similar to screens
that stop large carp but still enable passage of small fish, including carp. The ecological case for
improving passage of small native fish into an ephemeral wetland is probably outweighed by the
need to minimise carp invasion and wetland impacts (Table 1). From an ecological standpoint
screens to maximise exclusion of carp, irrespective of native fish passage, provide a sound
objective for Winton Wetlands.

1.4 Optimised carp control with some native fish passage
For Winton Wetlands it is appropriate to target the sub-adult and adult carp (>250 mm long)
because these fish impact wetland plants with their benthic feeding behaviour. Targeting
smaller fish may not be cost effective because small carp (<100 mm long) are plantivourous
feeders and the wetlands tend to be largely dry 3-years after flooding when many of these carp
would be destroyed. Hence, coarse 30 mm screens that target sub-adult and adult carp are
ecologically sound and may also have the added benefit of passing some small-bodied native
fish (see Table 2). These 30 mm screens are therefore the ecological target of this report.
Nevertheless, the risk here is that small carp are migratory and if monitoring shows large
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numbers of these entering Winton Wetlands than a smaller screen mesh size might be
considered for retro-fitting.

1.5 The balance between optimized carp control and maintenance

There is some opportunity to install fine mesh screens to inhibit most size classes of carp from
young-of-the year (e.g. 50+ mm long) through to adult fish. The screens would need to
incorporate fine (e.g. 10 mm) inter-bar spacings but the maintenance requirements would be
significantly greater than for coarser screen mesh. For example, during a flow event, daily
cleaning of the screens would likely be required for the fine mesh compared to weekly for the
coarse mesh. Hence, these fine mesh screens are not recommended before the initial trials of
the screens but is monitoring data collects small carp then fine mesh screens could be costeffectively added and some of the Winton wetlands sites.
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Table 1. Broad options and indicative benefits-costs for carp screens at Winton wetlands.

Carp screen design Screen
objective
elements
1. Optimised exclusion
of adult/sub-adult carp
(250+ mm long) but
still enable all small
carp and native fish
movement (<150 mm
long)

2. Maximise exclusion
of carp (e.g. 50+ mm
long) irrespective of
native fish

design Justification

Possibly scenario is 30
mm screen bar spacings
to inhibit carp >250 mm
long but enable passage
of all fish (including carp)
<250 mm long.

Bar spacings approx. 10
mm or perforated metal
sheet style screen to
inhibit passage of all fish

(i) Some small-bodied
(<150 mm long) native fish
will likely enter and move
about Winton wetlands

(i)
Maximising
the
exclusion of carp and
reducing
ecological
damage to the wetlands is
a higher ecological priority
than enabling passage of
small native fish because
of the ephemeral nature of
the wetlands.

Benefits

Specific
ecological
design risks

(i) Improved ecology
and passage of small
native fish during flow
events
(ii) Improved wetland
health due to minimising
impacts of large carp

(i)
Passage
juvenile carp
unrestricted
screens

(ii) Improved wetland
health due to minimising
impacts of large and
medium/small carp

Generic
Cost estimate*
ecological screen
risks
of
is
by

(i) Low to medium
risk of debris and
screen fouling
(ii)
Low
screen
maintenance
(e.g.
weekly) during flow
event

(i) Smaller screen
sizes
tend
to
require
greater
maintenance
and
potentially hydraulic
modelling to inform
design

(ii) Turtle or nontarget
animal
impacts
(i) High risk of debris
and screen fouling
(ii)
Intense
(e.g.
daily)
screen
maintenance during
flow event

Fabrication
of
four low-head bar
screens
and
installation may
cost $45-100K

Fabrication
of
four low-head fine
screens
and
installation may
cost $60-120K

(ii) Turtle or nontarget
animal
impacts
*The cost estimate is based on recent project experience but actual costs may vary substantially. Quotation from an industry fabricator is required for greater certainty.

Key recommendation for this report: Design optimized screens (30 mm inter-bar spacings) that exclude sub-adult and adult carp (>250 mm long) but enable
passage of smaller carp and native fish. These screens have lower maintenance implications. If monitoring demonstrates small carp should be targeted then
consideration
of
retrofitting
a
fine
mesh
(e.g.
10
mm
inter-bar
spacings)
at
some
locations.
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Table 2. Fish species recorded or potentially stocked at Winton Wetlands and their likely
inhibition by carp screens with 30 mm inter-bar spacings for sub-adult and adult carp (>250 mm
long).
Species
Flat-headed gudgeon
Dwarf flat-headed gudgeon
Carp gudgeon
Australian smelt
Flatheaded galaxias
River blackfish
Southern Pygmy Perch
Unspecked hardyhead
Murray hardyhead
Murray Darling rainbowfish
Freshwater catfish
Murray cod
Golden perch
Silver perch

Inhibited by 30 mm bar
screens for carp
No
No
No
No
No
Possible
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes for fish >150 mm long
Yes for fish >150 mm long
Yes for fish >150 mm long

2 Sites
The four major locations for screens are: (i) outlet regulator, (ii) Boggy Bridge crossing culvert,
(iii) 11 Mile Creek culvert, (iii) Winton Creek at a low level sheet pile weir. These sites were
inspected with Winton Wetlands staff on the 9th October 2014.

2.1 Environmental risk
Carp and trash screens can impact on other freshwater organisms, particularly native fish and
turtles. There are no specific standards to reduce the incidence of turtle/fish impingement but
the Winton wetland screens are designed to minimize these issues by:
•
•

Using parallel bars that can pass small-bodied native fish
Use of inclined screens that will enable downstream migrating animals to potentially
travel over the screens.

Carp not only enter the Winton wetlands by swimming upstream from the Broken River but by
migrating downstream from tributaries, small dams and inundated borrow pits. Downstream
migrating fish are relatively difficult to stop because there are usually multiple pathways, multiple
carp life/size stages and their ability to swim or jump over barriers.
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2.2 SITE 1: Outlet regulator
The outlet structure, which breaches the main embankment, consists of a concrete spillway with
a 0.1% downstream sloping channel and strongly sloping side walls (Figure 1). The crest is set
to RL 161.14 m to retain the wetlands at 100% full but once the wetland and outlet channel level
exceeds the concrete spillway water flows downstream dropping 0.79 m top flow under a low
level concrete vehicle causeway crossing (10 m long by 5 m wide). The causeway is mounted
on three small box culverts (each 0.45 m high by 0.9 m wide, invert is 160.35 m) which can
release a small capacity of outlet spill flow before the vehicle causeway starts to be over topped
at RL 161.12 m.
From the causeway and box culverts, water flows downstream through the 0.1% slope 7 m wide
concrete outlet spillway (downstream crest at RL 160.33 m) before dropping a maximum height
of 2.13 m onto the concrete stilling basin apron (RL 158.20 m), which has two rows of concrete
dissipater blocks and rock battering. Water then travels down the outlet channel and into the
Broken River above Caseys Weir.

Functional requirements of carp screens
•
•
•

Screens to manage upstream migration of adult and sub-adult carp from the outlet
channel into the Winton Wetlands during spill events.
Screens (non-automated) which are suitable for operation in a remote spillway
environment.
Simple design that minimizes capital, operational and maintenance costs.

2.3 Screen concept
The proposed design is for fixed inclined parallel vertical-bar screens which have proven useful
for managing adult carp and minimizing debris issues in South Australia (Hiillyard et al. 2010;
2012). The wetland carp screens previously used have had a clear inter-bar space of 31 mm
which is effective for all adult carp (≥ 250 mm long; Fork Length; Figure 2).
2.4 Screen cleaning
The screens are sized so that the open area will be 75% of the total screen area and this will
contribute to a reduction in debris issues. There are several manual and automated systems for
cleaning screens but at the outlet structure spill flows only last a few weeks and we therefore
recommend waiting until the flow event has subsided before the screens are maintained. From
a staff safety point of view and proposed frequency of use, personnel should not attempt to
manually clean the screens during spillway flow because of significant safety risks. Hence
screen maintenance should be managed with
•

A floating trash boom within the outlet channel (upstream of the outlet regulator)
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•

Manually removing any debris post flow event, when the site is dry and with appropriate
control of manual handling risks.

2.5 Screen height
The maximum height of the screen is important as this determines the flood level where the
screens are operational and when they are drowned-out and carp have unimpeded passage.
There is a need to balance the height of the screens with cost and functional and maintenance
risks. The invert of the spillway control crest (upstream of the road) is RL 161.14 and the invert
of the outlet apron is RL 160.33. From photographs and site observations the water height
during the last flow event reached the obvert of the culverts and hence a minimum screen
height of RL 160.93, or 600 mm above the outlet apron could be a concept starting level.
Therefore the screens would no operate when the water height was >600 mm on the apron
outfall.

Figure 1. Location of inclined bar screens at Winton outlet regulator.
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Figure 2. Inclined bar screen for adult carp.
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CONCEPT 1: Inclined screen
The outlet structure carp screen concept requires engineering review and input but the
preliminary concept includes the following components:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SCREEN LOCATION: on downstream edge of the concrete spillway where the handrails
currently sit.
Marine grade aluminium bars with 30 mm diameter
Angled (45o)parallel vertical bar screens
Bars at 60 mm centres (30 mm clear spacing)
Lifting points on each bar panel
100 mm cross-bracing panels at 500 mm spacing
Bottom plate 100 wide by 40 mm thick with concrete anchors
Potential for low sloped concrete sill footing to mount the screens though this aspect
needs structural design advice
Screen height to a minimum of RL 160.93 or 600 mm above the apron outfall level
Floating trash boom in the outlet channel (upstream of the outlet regulator)

The advantages of the inclined outlet screen are:
•

The screen concept is simple and relatively straight forward to construct

The disadvantages are:
•

The screens are likely to have debris issues and therefore considerable maintenance
and operational requirements

CONCEPT 2: Anti-jump screen
The observations of carp entering the outlet channel include fish jumping onto the outlet apron
structure. There is a specific anti-jump screen which is designed to minimize this risk. One way
of limiting the amount of debris on the outlet screens is to use an anti-jump screen where water
drains over and through the bars with debris being washed over. Unlike the inclined screens in
Concept 1 these screens are flat and aligned with the flow to protrude beyond the tailwater drop
and prevent fish from jumping or entering to the outlet apron. The advantage of this screen over
inclined screens is improved debris management and thus potential for narrower spacing
between the screen bars for exclusion of smaller carp (Figure 3 and 4).
•

•
•
•
•
•

SCREEN LOCATION: on downstream edge of the concrete spillway where the handrails
currently sit, protruding over the stilling basin. There is also an option to install these on
the concrete apron itself so that the bars do not protrude over the stilling basin.
Marine grade aluminium or steel parallel flat (180o)bars
Bars with 20 mm clear spacing
Lifting points on each bar panel
100 mm cross-bracing panels at 500 mm spacing
Bottom plate 100 wide by 40 mm thick with concrete anchors
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•
•

Screen height to a minimum of RL 160.93 or 600 mm above the apron outfall level
Floating trash boom in the outlet channel (upstream of the outlet regulator); see Section
2.3 for suppliers

The advantages of the anti-jump outlet screen are:
•
•

The screen concept is simple and relatively straight forward to construct.
The screens will likely have less debris and maintenance requirements than inclined
screens

The disadvantages are:
•

No major disadvantages for seen apart from post flood inspection/maintenance

WINTON OUTLET RECOMMENDATION
Further develop the anti-jump screen concept with civil engineering advice and a floating trash
boom.
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Figure 3. Cross-section of the anti-jump protruding screen on the Winton outlet regulator.
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Figure 4. Location of the anti-jump protruding screen on the Winton outlet regulator.
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2.3 Floating boom
To minimize the amount of floating debris which reaches the carp screen a floating boom is
recommended for the channel upstream of the outlet structure (Figure 5). An effective floating
boom will help minimize debris being impinged on the carp screen and thus reduces the need
for manual clearing. Floating booms do not affect the function of the screens. For Winton
Wetlands there may be considerable variation in the headwater level (above the outlet
regulator) but a floating boom may be installed to allow for this variation. Several companies
specialize in proprietary booms, often constructed from high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe
which is known for a high strength to density ratio. Two companies who specialize in this
technology are: (i) Bandalong International (www.bandalong.com.au) and (ii) Worthington
Waterway barriers (www.tuffboom.com).

Figure 5. An example of a Bandalong floating boom for debris management.
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3. Boggy Bridge crossing screens
Functional requirements of carp screens
•
•
•

Screens to manage upstream and downstream migration of adult carp during low flows
when the road crossing is not inundated.
Screens (non-automated) which are suitable for operation in a remote environment.
Simple design that minimizes capital, operational and maintenance costs.

The Boggy Bridge crossing site is includes a 0.6 m diameter pipe culvert which is 7.5 m long
and rock armouring around the pipe and road crossing. The most efficient way to prevent carp
upstream and downstream migration at this site is to incorporate a screen at the upstream end
of the pipe. The screen would consist of
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SCREEN LOCATION: upstream end of the pipe culvert (Figure 6)
Complete coverage of the pipe culvert with an inclined parallel bar screen
The screen should have a cross-sectional area of >3 times the pipe area to minimize
debris issues
Marine grade aluminium bars with 20 mm diameter
Angled (45o) parallel vertical bar screens
Bars at 50 mm centres (30 mm clear spacing)
Lifting points
Concrete footings
Potential for an upstream floating debris boom

The advantages of the inclined parallel bar screen are:
•
•

Simplicity of design and installation
Low maintenance screen for downstream migrating adult carp

The disadvantages are
•
•

When flows overtop the road crossing then carp have unimpeded upstream and
downstream access
Some screen maintenance will be required

BOGGY BRIDGE RECOMMENDATION: Detailed design of a large area inclined parallel bar
screen on the upstream intake of the existing Boggy Creek pipe culvert and floating trash boom.
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Figure 6. Inclined bar screens surrounding the exit of pipe culverts; a similar design could be
considered at Boggy Bridge crossing.
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4. SITE 2: 11 Mile Creek
Functional requirements of carp screens
•
•
•

Screens to manage downstream migration of adult carp during low flows when the road
overflow crossing commencing-to-flow.
Screens or barriers (non-automated) which are suitable for operation in a remote
environment.
Simple design that minimizes capital, operational and maintenance costs.

The 16 m long 0.3 diameter pipe culvert at 11 Mile Creek is in disrepair and has functionally
failed and hence flows appear to pond behind the road crossing (Humphries Lane) before
breaking out over the road through a 34 m wide overflow. The FSL appears to be 166.35 m
AHD and the wetland area 55000 m2 (7.5 ha) and depth 0.5 m (ID&A 1998). However, here is a
secondary and wider overflow point to the west but without feature survey it is difficult to
determine if there is any commence-to-flow height difference between these two structures.
Hence, at this stage the secondary spillway is not considered but there is a functional risk that
during a flow event carp can outflank any screens at the existing pipe culvert location. For this
reason a low cost carp exclusion screen is recommended with adaptive management once the
site hydrology is better understood. Debris issues are likely to be significant at this site. There
are several options for carp screening at this site and two of these are scoped below.

CONCEPT 1: Replace the pipe culvert with a new culvert and screens
In this option the existing pipe culvert is removed and a new one installed with an operating gate
and carp screen on the upstream culvert intake. The advantages are:
•
•
•

Ability to control and manipulate flows and water levels at 11 Mile Creek such that the
over-flow path is less frequently engaged
Ability to design and incorporate a carp screen, with the same design parameters as
Boggy Ck.
Lower ongoing maintenance and debris issues

The disadvantages are
•

Higher capital cost
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CONCEPT 2: Screen the overflow path
In this option the existing ineffective pipe culvert remains unchanged and carp are managed by
installing a 0.5 m high parallel inclined bar screen on the adjacent overflow point on the
upstream side of Humphries Road (Figure 7). There would also be a need to include a coarse
line of simple wooden piles to limit impingement of debris. The advantages are:
•
•

Lower capital cost than replacing the culvert
Simplicity in installation

The disadvantages are:
•
•

Greater functional risk of debris issues
When the second overflow spillway is engaged carp can outflank the screens and this
second spillway may have a similar commence-to-flow height.

11 MILE CREEK RECOMMENDATION: Design and evaluation the effectiveness of screening
the primary overflow path with a row of wooden piles to limit large debris impingement. If
desired, a similar screen could be installed on the secondary spillway.

Figure 7. Inclined 0.5 m high parallel bar screens on 11 Mile Creek crossing.
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5. SITE 3: Sheet pile Weir on Winton Creek
Functional requirements of carp screens
•
•
•

Screens to manage downstream migration of carp during low flows when there is spill
over the sheet pile weir.
Screens or barriers (non-automated) which are suitable for operation in a remote
environment.
Simple design that minimizes capital, operational and maintenance costs.

The sheet pile weir, on Winton Creek immediately upstream of the new bridge on Flynns Road,
is 18 m wide and has a 0.8 m head difference. The sheet pile is in moderate condition and
attaching screens to this structure will likely require support on the downstream side of the sheet
pile. Inclined parallel bar screens are likely to be the best option but some work will be required
to design screen footings on either the downstream (dry) or upstream side (wet). The concept
components are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SCREEN LOCATION: On or immediately downstream of the sheet pile weir (Figure 8)
Marine grade aluminium or steel parallel flat (180o) bars
Bars with 30 mm clear spacing
Lifting points on each bar panel
100 mm cross-bracing panels at 500 mm spacing
Bottom plate 100 wide by 40 mm thick with concrete anchors
Screen height to 500 mm above the lowest sheet pile level
Inclusion of a flatter middle section to reduce turtle impingement (Figure 9)
Floating headwater boom to limit debris collecting on the screen or a pile-style log barrier

The advantages are:
•
•

Reasonably simple design
Likely to be effective for adult carp at low flows

The disadvantages are
•
•
•
•

Potentially a higher capital cost to provide stable screen footings
Debris and maintenance issues may be significant
Carp can swim over the screens once the water height rises >0.5 m
Some potential for turtle impingement

WINTON CREEK RECOMMENDATION: Detailed design of a parallel inclined bar screen and
floating trash boom.
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Figure 8. Inclined bar screens on the Winton Creek sheet pile weir.
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Figure 9. Cross-section of an inclined bar screen with flat middle section for turtle escape.
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6. Summary of recommendations

A summary of carp control actions and their advantages/disadvantages is presented in Table 3
below for consideration by Winton Wetland managers. The advantages and disadvantages and
preliminary cost estimates are provided in Table 1. Note that all of these options require further
development and civil engineering advice. The floating trash boom is common to several of the
recommendations and these can be sourced independently of this report from GMW or from the
suppliers listed in Section 2.3.

Table 3. Summary of carp control actions for Winton Wetlands.
Site
Winton outlet

Boggy bridge

11 Mile Creek

Winton Creek

Recommended
action
Detailed design of
a anti-jump screens
and trash boom
Detailed design of
an inclined bar
screen and trash
boom
Detailed design of
an inclined bar
screen and log
barrier on primary
overflow spillway
Detailed design of
an inclined bar
screen and trash
boom

Advantages

Disadvantages

Simple, effective and No major disadvantages
minimal debris issues
Except
post
flow
maintenance required
Simple, effective and Carp can bypass the pipe
minimal debris issues
culvert screen when the
road is over-topped
Simple and low cost and Debris issues may be
can be adapted easily
significant and carp can
outflank the screen at
high flow
Simple and likely to be Need for separate screen
effective at low flows
footings
Carp can swim over the
screens at high flows
Some potential for turtle
impingement
Debris and maintenance
issues may be relatively
high

7. Monitoring
At each of the sites a low cost monitoring technique is to install a single automated motion
activated covert camera. The cameras need only be installed if a flow event seems likely and
can qualitatively monitor carp behavior around the screens. A reliable high quality camera is
the Reconyx Hyperfire HC800 which is distributed by Faunatech in Bairnsdale
(www.faunatech.com.au).
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8. Operational and maintenance aspects
Based on the concepts in this report, the detailed concept designs for the Winton Wetland
screens were completed in March 2015. The specific inspection, operational and maintenance
requirements of the screens will be managed adaptively by local staff but below are suggested
some preliminary regimes.
Site

Inspection
regime

Outlet
screens

During
and
post flow event

Floating
trash
boom
required
Yes

Debris maintenance

•
•
•

Inlet screens
(Winton Ck)

Every 8 weeks
at low flows or
monthly during
flow event

Yes

•
•

•

•

Observe during flood
event
For OH&S reasons
do not access screen
during flow event
Manually
remove
debris post flow event
when site is dry with
appropriate manual
handling
risk
controls*
Observe during flood
event
For OH&S reasons
do not access screen
during
high
flow
event
Manually
remove
debris
whenever
required & safe. Use
appropriate manual
handling risk controls
Manually
remove
debris
during
inspections.
Use
appropriate manual
handling risk controls

Maintenance

Post flow event
• Check
screen
integrity
• Check
all
attachments
• Implement any
maintenance
advice
from
fabricator

Post flow event
• Check
screen
integrity
• Check
all
attachments
• Implement any
maintenance
advice
from
fabricator

Once per year
• Visually check
screen integrity
• Check
all
attachments
• Implement any
maintenance
advice
from
fabricator
11 Mile Ck On flow event
No
• Manually
remove Post flow event
crossing
debris
whenever
• Check
screen
required & safe. Use
integrity
appropriate manual
• Check
all
handling risk controls
attachments
• Implement any
maintenance
advice
from
fabricator
*A steel headed garden rake can be useful for removing debris. A good solution is to request the
screen fabricator make up some long handled hooks to facilitate debris removal.
Boggy
Bridge

Every
weeks
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